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IMPORTANT NOTICE 

PLEASE DO READ THIS SECTION VERY CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN DOUBT AS TO ANY ACTION 

YOU SHOULD TAKE, PLEASE CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER SUITABLE 

PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S). 

This Whitepaper sets out the current and future development by Locus Chain Foundation (“Locus 

Chain”) of the Locus Chain platform, ecosystem and tokens. This Whitepaper is for information 

purposes only and is not a statement of future intent.  

There are no warranties or representation as to the successful development or implementation of 

the technology or the accuracy, completeness or suitability of the information, set out in this 

Whitepaper. All warranties implied by law or otherwise is disclaimed. No person is entitled to rely 

on the contents of this Whitepaper and all liabilities for any loss, damage of whatsoever kind which 

may arise from any person acting on any information and opinion contained in this Whitepaper or 

any information which is made available in connection with any further enquires related to this 

Whitepaper is hereby disclaimed. There is no obligation to amend, modify or update this Whitepaper 

or to notify a reader if any matter stated in this Whitepaper changes or subsequently becomes 

inaccurate. 

Locus tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction and in any manner. This 

Whitepaper is not intended and does not constitute a prospectus or offering document, and is not 

an offer to sell, nor the solicitation of an offer to buy an investment, a security, commodity, or a 

swap on either a security or commodity. Neither this Whitepaper, nor the fact of its presentation, 

can form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or purchase decision.  

Any agreement as between Locus Chain and you as a purchaser, and in relation to any sale and 

purchase, of Locus tokens (as referred to in this Whitepaper) is to be governed only by a separate 

document setting out the terms and conditions (the “TOC”) of such agreement. In the event of any 

inconsistencies between the TOC and this Whitepaper, the former shall prevail. 

No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this 

Whitepaper. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or 

rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper does not 

imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with. 

No part of this Whitepaper is to be distributed, reproduced, or disseminated without the prior 

written approval of Locus Chain, including this section. 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Unlike the centralized system which operates under the control of the central server, the 
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public decentralized distributed ledger operates on the distributed P2P network. P2P 

communication essentially cannot be controlled and is an unreliable network. There is no way 

to check the validity of the information that another person sends or the information possessed 

by an individual. However, decentralized distributed ledger technology allows people to grant 

trust in that information. Now, it became possible to generate subjective credibility without 

implementing centralization.  

The blockchain platform, a decentralized distributed ledger technology, clearly guarantees 

openness. It allows anyone to participate by operating on the public network. Also, it assures 

immutability. No one can randomly forge and/or manipulate the data recorded on the ledger 

because they are also recorded on every participator ’s ledger. Moreover, it secures traceability 

through the computing algorithm, which allows people to access the data at all times.  

Nonetheless, the current distributed ledger technology has many technological dilemmas to 

resolve, including, but not only limited to slow speed. It is not easy to achieve practical 

performance while sustaining decentralization in the large scale network. Some projects are 

trying to reach the practical speed by only allowing partially permitted nodes to participate in 

the consensus, although it disrupts decentralization. These projects are being criticized for 

heavily damaging the intrinsic value of decentralization since these are, in fact, closer to 

variations of the centralized platform.   

Locus Chain is a decentralized (distributed) cryptocurrency system that is being developed 

with the goal of processing least 4K transactions per second on the blockchain network. The 

network plans to include devices such as general PC, mobile phones, IoT devices, etc. that fall 

within the range of general calculation performance, storage capacity, and network transmission 

speed. It aims to reach the consensus within a few seconds for the first round, and reach a 

deterministic consensus within a few minutes of processing speed. 

There are technological limitations when it comes to achieving the above goals of creating 

a large scale blockchain that does not use a special formation. They are calculation volumes 

related to transactions, network throughput, and the total number of ledgers that need to be 

stored. Locus Chain proposed and implemented significant technological approaches to 

overcome these limitations.  

First of all, Locus Chain significantly increased the transaction processing performance by 

using the nonlinear DAG structure called AWTC(Account-Wise Transaction Chain) structure 

instead of the linear structure, which makes it hard to secure the processing speed. Also, Locus 

Chain implemented the PoS and BFT consensus to resolve the shortcomings of PoW and 

Nakamoto Consensus regarding performance and determinability. Also, there are projects that 

pre-select and limit the number of nodes to participate in the consensus as a way of resolving 

the disadvantage of BFT. In contrast, Locus Chain does fairly samples participating nodes out 

of the entire nodes differently for each round, to keep the essential value of decentralization. 
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Apart from this, Locus Chain implements Dynamic Sharding policy to decrease network loads, 

and also developed Verifiable Pruning technology which can dramatically decrease the ledger 

size. Locus Chain’s Verifiable Pruning technology substantially decreases the resource 

requirement of nodes as it can verify previously deleted data blocks by keeping their signature 

tracks. This provides the technological basis for the blockchain technology to expand into future 

businesses including IoT, automatic driving, etc. 

Furthermore, Locus Chain is aware of the risk of the emerging Quantum computing 

technology to the cryptography. It aims to implement post-quantum resistant cryptography 

system and produce high-performance blockchain at the same time by separately managing 

the master key and the normal key.  

2. BASIC TECHNOLOGICAL CONCEPT AND LOCUS CHAIN’S LEDGER 

STRUCTURE (AWTC) 

 (1) LOCUS CHAIN'S LEDGER 

Locus Chain is a distributed data storing system in which the participators can freely add 

data. The sum of the saved data on Locus Chain is called the ledger. 

In a narrow sense, ledger is the sum of data blocks (transactions) that are intentionally 

added by the participators. In a broad sense, ledger refers to all stored information required 

for Locus Chain’s normal operation including the information generated during the consensus 

process.  

(2) ACCOUNT  

An account is an actor that can actively add data on Locus Chain’s ledger. An account is 

defined by its Secret Key/Public Key pair. Each Account can be uniquely identified by its Address, 

which is calculated from the public key. Account addresses are preferrably used to refer to 

accounts in the Locus Chain system. Besides, an account uses its secret key to sign the 

operations performed in the Locus Chain system. For example, when an account issues a 

transaction to add some block of data to the ledger,  the block must be signed with the 

account’s secret key to prove its legit ownership. 

(3) TRANSACTION AND ACCOUNT-WISE TRANSACTION CHAIN 

An account may add arbitrary information to Locus Chain’s ledger. The single bulk of data 

that an account adds to Locus Chain at once is a Transaction or a Tx.  

Each transaction is issued solely by a single account. As transactions are signed by the 

creator’s secret key, each transaction points its issuer account from its signature.   
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There are two ways to refer to a certain transaction. Firstly, each transaction can be identified 

by a cryptographic hash value of its entire data block. Hash values are mainly used when 

referring to arbitrary data blocks within the ledger. Secondly, an account assigns unique index 

numbers for all transactions that the account itself issues, which are continuous integer 

numbers that increase in order starting from 0. As of this, a transaction can be identified by 

the account address and index number.  

The index number clearly specifies the order of transactions of an account. A set of 

transactions of a certain account with its order preserved is called a Transaction Chain. An 

account cannot delete or modify the previously signed transaction. It can only issue a new 

transaction, which means it is only possible to extend the chain.  

Each account has only one transaction chain, and Locus Chain’s ledger is equivalent to the 

sum of all account’s transaction chains. We call this scheme the Account-Wise Transaction Chain 

(AWTC). 

Although it is impossible for an account to manipulate the transaction of another account, 

it can add requests of other accounts to its own Transaction Chain. Also, an account can refer 

to requests in transactions issued by other accounts and then issue its transaction that 

corresponds to the reference.  

For example, when account A wants to transfer 10 coins to account B, then A generates the 

following transaction; {A: -10 from self, +10 to B}, and adds to its chain. The transfer is 

completed when B observes A’s transaction and generates the following transaction; {B: +10 

received from A}, and adds it to its chain.  

The first transaction (0th transaction) of each account means the new creation of the account. 

0th transaction always occurs as a coin-receiving transaction from another account. In other 

words, all accounts except for the initial system accounts are derived from other accounts.  

The AWTC ledger structure is a crucial technology for Locus Chain’s high-speed processing 

and distributed processing. Unlike many blockchains with linear ledger structures, Locus Chain 

uses the DAG-based nonlinear ledger structure called AWTC. In the linear ledger structure, 

there is only one spot for the next block to be connected to the previous block. This causes 

the bottle-neck phenomenon since several nodes simultaneously attempt to add their blocks 

in the same connection spot. However, in Locus Chain’s AWTC ledger structure, there are just 

as many transactions adding spots as much as the number of existing accounts. Consequently, 

collisions do not occur because only the account that owns the spot can exclusively put down 

the record. Accordingly, the transaction is almost fixed immediately upon its addition, if the 

account owner is not malicious. Hence, Locus Chain’s ledger structure is one of the main 

technological characteristics required to fundamentally resolve the transaction processing delay 
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issue of previous blockchains.  

Most projects are trying to resolve the blockchain’s processing speed issue through the 

consensus algorithm while maintaining the linear ledger structure. However, the high-speed 

processing resolution that Locus Chain implemented lies within the AWTC ledger structure. 

 

 

<Figure 1> AWTC Structure 

(4) NETWORK, NODES, AND SHARDS 

Machines in Locus Chain communicate over the Internet. Each computer that participates in 

Locus Chain is called a Locus Chain node (or just a node). Each node can communicate with 

other nodes, and mainly transmits and receives data by using Peer-to-Peer (P2P) style gossip 

network. The Locus Chain network is the total sum of nodes that carry out the communication 

for Locus Chain. In the case of Bitcoin and Ethereum that use PoW and Nakamoto consensus, 

massive computing power is required to run a node. However, Locus Chain has been designed 

to run not only on household PCs, but also on low speculation devices such as mobile devices.  

A Shard refers to a portion of Locus Chain’s network that is divided into an adequately sized 

group of nodes. A node can only participate in one shard at a time. It may communicate with 

any nodes in any shards, but it must prioritize communication with nodes in the participating 

shard.  

In the view of ledger management, each shard manages a portion of the entire AWTC 

account chains. In practice, each shard manages Transaction Chains that are managed by all 

nodes in the shard. A node may access the entire ledger data, but the node should sync and 

duplicate AWTC account chains of the participating shard as a priority. The consensus algorithm 

also runs in the per-shard basis since each shard manages a different subset of whole ledger 

data. 
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3. CONSENSUS ALGORITHM 

The AWTC structure, a form of DAG used in Locus Chain, is designed to settle a transaction 

in a “retail processing” time scale, usually within 10 seconds. This is possible because collisions 

between accounts do not occur, and the result is unlikely to change in most cases. However, a 

a malicious account owner may cause problems like double spending on its own Transaction 

Chain. To handle situations like this, Locus Chain executes a kind of BFT consensus periodically 

every few minutes to check and resolve problems.  

Double spending in the AWTC structure is defined as a case of two or more transactions 

with the same index number that are simultaneously issued to an account’s transaction chain. 

Even if multiple different transactions with the same index number are issued simultaneously, 

the transactions propagate over the network through different nodes. During the propagation, 

the sum of (delegated) stake over propagated node paths of each transaction can be 

considered as a pseudo-voting count. The transaction with more votes is selected as the 

primary candidate of the nondeterministic consensus. Then, the BFT consensus committee 

nodes that are elected in a stochastic PoS manner, periodically (for roughly every 2 minutes) 

confirm and finalize the consensus in the deterministic form by signing the ledger status. 

Each node independently updates its view of ledger status because AWTC is a parallel data 

structure. Thus, a node cannot determine the absolute state of the whole ledger in a hard real-

time manner. Locus Chain executes the deterministic consensus algorithm for slightly old status 

of ledger, which offsets the average time required for a transaction to propagate within the 

shard. 

Locus Chain’s consensus algorithm has improved the traditional stop-and-go method. Our 

algorithm does not disrupt issuing transactions during the consensus algorithm and also does 

not interrupt AWTC’s high-speed processing. 

 

 

<Figure 2> Collision Resolution and Consensus Algorithm 
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The BFT deterministic consensus is implemented in the AWTC ledger structure as mentioned 

above and is called the Locus BFT consensus. It is meaningful to technologically implement 

DAG and BFT simultaneously since they become the basis of pruning and sharding technology 

to resolve the storage and network load problem later on. Unlike other projects, Locus Chain 

accurately implemented BFT on the DAG structure1, which has been advanced to resolve the 

storage and network load issue simultaneously.  

 (1) THE CORE IDEA OF LOCUS CHAIN CONSENSUS ALGORITHM 

 

A blockchain system should have a ‘consensus algorithm,’ which is an algorithmic method 

to ensure the reliability and integrity of the proposed information, over whole participants, in 

an open manner. 

Based on Locus Chain’s Account-Wise Transaction Chain (AWTC), which is essentially a 

Directed-Acyclic-Graph structure, every transaction in Locus Chain is explicitly ordered and 

grouped by its issuer account. In AWTC, the transactions can be easily verified using its issue 

order and issuer account. Soon, every node in the network group eventually receives the same 

transaction and shares it according to the characteristics of the gossip network. 

By this, we can assume this; “After a reasonable amount of time, the majority of network 

nodes share the same received transactions. Then the majority of honest network nodes may 

reach an agreement on the contents of received transactions.” 

Locus Chain implements this idea by grouping each transaction into Rounds, which are 

separated periods of appropriate time intervals. Then transactions included in each Round are 

identified, ordered, and digested into a hash value. Then the consensus algorithm is executed 

for each Round to agree on an identified hash value. 

(2) BUILDING BLOCKS OF LOCUS CHAIN'S CONSENSUS ALGORITHM 

 

The concepts of basic components for Locus Chain’s consensus algorithm are explained 

below. 

 SHARDS / NODES 

As described previously on shards and network nodes, transactions of an account are 

primarily managed by the shard that the account belongs to. A consensus algorithm is also 

executed by the shard, which is a unit of network nodes that receives and shares the transaction 

data. 

                                           

1 Locus Chain has applied for a patent regarding the DAG based BFT consensus algorithm. 
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Each shard is composed of roughly the same number of nodes.  An important limiting factor 

of the size of a shard is the average time required to fully propagate a transaction over a shard. 

The number of nodes should be small enough to guarantee transactions to be delivered to 

most of the nodes within the same shard in a reasonable time. 

Locus Chain assumes that shards and nodes have relatively accurate internal clocks. The 

accuracy among the clocks of the nodes is within a few seconds. Each node should be able to 

measure the start and end of a round and communication delay to a certain extent.  

 TRANSACTIONS 

A transaction is a signed chunk of a data unit to be added to the Locus Chain ledger. 

Transactions are signed with the issuer account’s secret key. The sign can be checked against 

its issuer’s public key to verify the identity of the issuer.  

An account must set a unique integer serial index number to all the issued transactions. The 

first transaction of an account must have the index number of 0, and subsequent transactions 

of the same account must have index numbers that increases one by one. Also, each 

transaction(excluding the first transaction) must include the hash value of the transaction of 

the previous index number. Also, a new transaction must include the round number in which 

the transaction should belong to. 

The order of transactions of a specific account is verified using the index number and the 

hash value of the preceding transaction. Each node verifies the validity of transactions through 

the transaction’s index number and the hash value of the previous transaction. Nodes 

participating in the gossip network and the consensus process must only use verified 

transactions. Accordingly, nodes should keep a reasonable amount of information required for 

verifying transactions. 

If a node receives an invalid transaction, it discards the transaction. For example, when a 

node receives a transaction that contains an invalid round number, the node automatically 

ignores the transaction.  

 ROUNDS 

A Round is a basic time unit of collecting and processing new transactions. Rounds are 

currently set to last for around 2 minutes. Rounds have Round Number, which is integer index 

number that increases by 1 for each round. The transactions with the current round number 

are processed in the next consensus process. The consensus process that runs for a round is 

executed in the middle of the next round considering the network propagation delays of 

transactions. 
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 ROUND STATE PROPOSER COMMITTEE AND VOTING COMMITTEE 

Locus Chain’s consensus algorithm executes on a per-round basis. The consensus process is 

executed by the limited number of nodes that are randomly selected in a fair manner for each 

round. The process uses predictable and relatively small footprint of computing power and 

communication cost because the algorithm runs on the limited number of selected nodes. 

The elected nodes form committees. Two committees (two groups of nodes) are elected for 

each round. One group is the Round State Proposer Committee” and the other is the Round 

State Voting Committee.  

Round State Proposer Committee is a group of nodes (RS proposers) capable of proposing 

a Round State. When the consensus algorithm starts, each proposer (node)generates a hash 

digest value of transactions received for the round. Afterwards, it signs the hash value with its 

own key, then broadcasts the signed hash value as a Round State Value Candidate’. 

Round State Voting Committee is a group of nodes (RS voters) capable of verifying Round 

State Value Candidates. Each of the RS voters verifies and compares the proposed RS value 

candidates, then votes for a value closest to the voter’s own received transactions. 

 

(3) STEPS OF LOCUS CHAIN'S CONSENSUS ALGORITHM 

 

Locus Chain’s consensus algorithm executes through the following steps. 

 

Step 1: Committee Election. In the middle of a round, each shard randomly elects RS 

proposers and RS voters for the round. Currently, the number of proposers is adjusted to 

about 5, and the number of voters is adjusted to about 50. 

 

Step 2: Round State Proposal. After a certain time passes from the end of the round, each 

node of RS proposers calculates a hash value based on the received transaction. Then it 

proposes and submits the hash value as a Round State value candidate. 

 

Step 3: Round State Voting. Each node of RS voters verifies the submitted Round State 

Value Candidates from step 2, then casts a vote for the value that is the closest to the 

node’s transactions. 

 

Step 4: Round State Confirmation. Each node of RS voters receives the votes from step 3, 

then finds a Round State value candidate that gains enough votes, typically at least 2/3 of 

all votes. Then each of the RS voters signs the found value for confirmation and explicitly 
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broadcasts the result. The signed results of each node of RS voters are permanently 

recorded to be included in the round. These results can later be used as consensus proofs 

and activity records of the voting committee. 

 

(4) VALIDITY OF TRANSACTIONS AND LOCUS CHAIN'S CONSENSUS ALGORITHM 

 

In Locus Chain, the validity of each transaction can be verified without the Consensus 

Algorithm in most cases. Because of the nature of Locus Chain’s AWTC ledger structure, only 

the account owner (who possesses the account’s secret key) can issue and add transactions to 

the account’s transaction chain. Every transaction added is a proper and valid transaction, 

unless the account with the secret key commits wrongful acts on purpose, such as the Byzantine 

behavior. 

Byzantine accounts may create double-spending situations by issuing two or more different 

transactions (double-spending transactions) with the same index number. However, the network 

nodes drop the second transaction if the first transaction propagates properly before the 

second transaction appears. For example, our design assumes that around 10 seconds is 

enough for propagating a transaction over an entire shard. If the time interval between two 

double-spending transactions is long enough to propagate the first transaction over the whole 

shard (say, about 10 seconds), or double-spending transactions are not issued in the same 

round, each network node drops the second transaction and only the first one becomes valid. 

The problem becomes complicated if two or more double-spending transactions are issued 

simultaneously. It is hard (or not feasible) to decide one transaction uniquely as the valid one 

without executing the consensus algorithm. However, each node may detect simultaneously 

issued transactions by comparing received timestamps of double-spending transactions. If a 

node received two or more transactions of the same index number in a relatively short period 

(say again, 10 seconds), then the node may mark them as unfaithful and not trust them until 

the consensus algorithm resolves the conflict. 

In summary, transactions are valid and unforgeable even without the consensus algorithm, 

unless the secret key owner explicitly conducts Byzantine double-spending activities. Locus 

Chain’s consensus algorithm resolves the key owner ’s malicious double-spending transactions 

if they exist. Participating nodes can detect and mark malicious transactions within a few 

seconds in most cases. Finally, the consensus algorithm resolves conflicting transactions and 

builds additional stability for the operation of the Locus Chain Network through Sharding and 

Pruning. 
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(5) DETAILED STEPS OF LOCUS CHAIN'S CONSENSUS ALGORITHM 

 

The core idea of Locus Chain’s Consensus Algorithm is based on the property of a gossip 

network, which fairly and repeatedly distributes information over network nodes. This property 

causes all network nodes to eventually receive the same information. Our algorithm is about 

finding out the information received by the majority of network nodes. 

Our consensus algorithm can be roughly described as follows; First, the state of the received 

information is proposed by nodes as several digested hash numbers. Then the proposed hash 

numbers are counted and compared, then one of the hash numbers is selected as the official 

state of received information. 

Our algorithm executes on a per-round basis. The algorithm consists of four steps; 

“Committee Election Step,” “Round State Propose Step,” “Round State Selection Vote Step,” and 

“Round State Commitment Step.” 

The role of each step is as follows. 

 STEP 1: COMMITTEE ELECTION 

Not all nodes in a shard participate in the consensus algorithm. The algorithm is supposed 

to be processed by a certain number of nodes, to balance and optimize the network and 

computational resources. 

Two groups of nodes (i.e., two committees) are required to run the algorithm. The first group 

of nodes is the (Round State) Proposer Committee, which proposes Round State Values. A 

Round State Value, which is a representative hash value of received transactions during a round, 

is digested. The second group is the (Round State) Voter Committee, which verifies, counts, 

and votes for the proposed Round State Values. Both committees are newly elected for each 

round. 

Committee member nodes are elected by using reproducible pseudo-random numbers that 

can be reproducibly calculated from the disclosed information. For example, a Verifiable 

Random Function (VRF) that uses disclosed ledger information fits well for this purpose. 

When a new round begins, each node in a shard checks whether it is selected as a committee 

member or not, by calculating its own pseudo-random value for the round. Each of the elected 

nodes broadcasts the ‘Election Message,’ which contains the node’s identity and information 

that can be used to verify the calculated random number. All nodes in the shard listen for the 

Election Messages to find out the number of committee members that have been elected. 

    Each round of a shard has its own desired size (i.e., number of nodes) of committee groups, 

but the actual elected number differs for each election due to the independent random 

calculation of the election process. The actual number of nodes for committees can be 

determined by gathering election messages. Most of the time, a sufficient number of nodes 
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becomes elected within the acceptable range of error. 

Elected committee nodes are rewarded with incentives if they faithfully participate in the 

consensus algorithm. 

 STEP 2: ROUND STATE PROPOSAL 

Each round has a fixed start time and end time. When certain time passes after a round’s 

end, the Proposer Committee proposes Round State Values. Each node in the Proposer 

Committee independently calculates its Round State Value by digesting transactions received 

during the round.  

Currently, Round State Value is the top-level hash value of a Merkle-Patricia Trie (MPT) 

composed of transactions during the round. Each proposer committee node creates an MPT 

by inserting transactions into the MPT. MPT is a kind of Radix Trie. Like other trees and tries, 

an MPT is generated by adding elements one by one. The insertion order does not affect the 

MPT. In other words, the same MPT will be generated regardless of the order of the inserted 

elements. Also, each trie-node of an MPT contains a representative hash value. Each proposer 

committee member node creates its MPT by adding all incoming transactions in real-time. The 

calculated final value of the MPT’s root becomes the Round State Value for the committee 

member node. 

After calculating the Round State Value, the committee member node broadcasts a Round 

State Proposal Message (or just Proposal Message) signed with its secret key. The message 

contains information including Round State Value and the number of received transactions. 

 STEP 3: ROUND STATE SELECTION VOTING 

After the Round State Proposal Step, the shard becomes flooded with Round State Proposal 

Messages as many as the number of Proposer Committee nodes. Round State Selection Voting 

is the process of selecting one proposed round state which mostly suits the round. 

Each member node of the Voter Committee listens for Proposal Messages. If a Proposal 

Message of a certain condition is received, or if a sufficient number of Proposal Messages are 

received, the node selects a Proposal Message which suits the following predefined criteria. 

 Criteria 1: Select the proposal in which the Round State Value corresponds to the voter 

node’s own Round State Value. 

 Criteria 2: If criteria 1 is not satisfied, select a proposal with transaction count (number 

of transactions) closest to the node’s count of received transactions. 

 Criteria 3: If there are multiple proposals match for criteria 2, compare the numerical 

value of the Round State Value and the pseudo-random election value of the Proposer 

Node, to choose one of the matched proposals. 
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The voter node selects one proposal, then composes and broadcasts a Selection Voting 

Message signed with its secret key. 

 STEP 4: ROUND STATE COMMITMENT 

Each node of the Voter Committee listens to and counts the Selection Voting Messages 

issued in the previous step. 

If one single Round State Value collects over 2/3 of all the Selection Votes, the Round State 

Value is regarded as “confirmed” for the state of the round. When a Voter Committee node 

observes a Round State Value that has 2/3+1 votes out of the whole Voter Committee size, it 

marks the Round State Value as confirmed, and then composes and shares a “Round State 

Confirmation Message” for the confirmed Round State Value. The confirmed Round State Value 

has multiple signs of several voter nodes. Signing algorithms like Schnorr Signature are used 

to optimize the signing process. 

All nodes in the shard listen for Confirmation Messages. A node may regard the round as 

confirmed when the node receives enough number of signs for a certain Confirmation Message. 

Each node of the Voter Committee issues a “Confirmation Failure Message” (or Null 

Confirmation Message) when a Round State Value does not collect 2/3+1 of the votes. If a 

node receives a sufficient number of Failure Messages, then the round is considered to have 

failed to reach an agreement. The failed round is re-resolved by taking further actions. 

(6) ROUND STATE CHAIN 

Transactions of Locus Chain are placed in the AWTC structure and managed by their owner 

accounts. However, the result of the consensus algorithm does not belong to any particular 

account. Locus Chain uses a special type of global transaction chain, called “Round State Chain,” 

to manage the information delivered by the consensus process. 

The Round State Chain contains global information for each round, including the MPT hash 

value of the ledger state, number of included transactions, information regarding Proposer 

Committee and Voter Committee, and hash value of the previous round state. In reality, this 

information is already contained in the confirmed round state and stored almost as-is on the 

Round State Chain. 

(7) CLOCK TIMING OF THE CONSENSUS ALGORITHM  

Each step of Locus Chain’s consensus process is executed in sync with certain time schedules. 

Currently, each round of Locus Chain lasts for around 2 minutes, which means all steps should 

be completed in this period. Starting time and timeout of each step are decided accordingly. 

Also, the size of shards and committees are adjusted regarding performance goals. 

The first step (“committee election step”) begins simultaneously with the round. The second 
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step is delayed for about one minute after the end of the round, to ensure the propagation of 

transactions over the shard.  

Because the clock timing is critical for our algorithm, we assume that each network node 

has a clock that is accurate enough with a maximum of several seconds of error. If required, a 

clock-matching protocol is used to detect clock errors. 

 

 

<Figure 3> Locus BFT Consensus Algorithm 

 

 

(8) DETECTING AND REJECTING INVALID TRANSACTIONS 

The consensus algorithm of Locus Chain is based on an idea about how to decide a set of 

transactions that have properly propagated to certain number of nodes within a certain time 

interval. We assume that transactions are issued properly by honest accounts and nodes, but 

also assume that ‘invalid’ transactions can exist for some reason. 

An ‘invalid transaction’ is a transaction which contains information that contradicts to (or 

conflicts with) the existing confirmed transactions and other information. For example, a 

transaction with a sign that cannot be verified with the known account public key is an invalid 

transaction. A transaction with the transaction index that does not follow the confirmed 

previous transactions is also an invalid transaction. 

Such invalid transactions are ignored by nodes to prevent further propagation. Every node 

in a shard must validate received transactions to detect invalid transactions.  

There are cases in which a newly received transaction does not conflict with previously 

confirmed transactions, but conflicts with other transactions in the same round. For example, 
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if an account issues two transactions with the same transaction index, each transaction may 

not conflict with the previously confirmed rounds, but the two transactions conflict with each 

other. If these conflicting transactions are sent separately to different nodes, the receiving nodes 

cannot reject the received transaction because the transaction does not individually violate the 

previous rounds. In this situation, the whole shard may contain conflicting transactions, which 

may lead to a problematic ‘double-spending’ situation. However, there are chances that each 

node may resolve conflicts through predefined rules when both transactions arrive, usually 

before the end of the round. 

(9) CASES OF CONSENSUS FAILURE 

If most of the nodes are honest and the network connection is stable, it is quite unlikely for a 

consensus process to fail. However, failure can occur in the following cases. 

 THERE WAS NO ROUND STATE PROPOSAL IN STEP 2 

In this case, a timeout will occur in step 2 and step 3. Consequently, step 4 will reach an 

agreement of “consensus failure2” with more than 2/3 votes of “Confirmation Failure Messages.” 

 THE ROUND STATE SELECTION VOTES DID NOT GAIN OVER 2/3 VOTES IN STEP 3 

In this case, a timeout will occur in step 3. Consequently, step 4 will reach an agreement of 

“consensus failure” with more than 2/3 votes of “Confirmation Failure Messages.” 

 THE ROUND STATE CONFIRMATION OR CONFIRMATION FAILURE VOTES DID NOT GAIN OVER 2/3 VOTES 

IN STEP 4 

In this case, a timeout will occur in step 4, which leaves the consensus result “undecided.” This 

case is the most problematic. A critical network failure may prevent proper communication in 

a shard, and inconsistencies may exist in the consensus result. In other words, some major 

numbers of nodes may not receive the proper result of the consensus at the end of the round, 

leaving the round undecided for the majority of nodes. 

 

(10) RETRYING CONSENSUS ON FAILURE 

When a Round Consensus is reached with major votes for Confirmation Failure Messages, 

or when the consensus is left undecided by a timeout in Step 4, each node must regard the 

round as ‘failed.’ Then it should start a re-consensus process, which is effectively a process of 

                                           

2 Currently, the consensus results are classified into consensus success, consensus failure, and undecided 

consensus. These may later change into more appropriate classificiation names. 
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retrying a Round Consensus. 

The consensus algorithm for retrying a Round Consensus is the same as the normal 

consensus algorithm of Locus Chain, but with parameters changed. All transactions of failed 

rounds are included in the re-agreement process. During this time, transactions will be more 

promptly propagated over the shard because a certain time will have passed since the end of 

the round. Each node may re-sync the received transactions with other nodes. 

The number of nodes in committees for the re-agreement process are increased from the 

normal consensus process. If two or more confirmed round states later emerge, the total stake 

of nodes participated in the committee will act as an appropriate criterion for deciding the 

most suitable state. If a node sees multiple different confirmed round states, the one with the 

largest total stake must be selected as the major state. (This special case may occur when a 

round confirmation result is not propagated due to some network failure. It later becomes re-

broadcasted after network recovery.)  
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4. ECONOMIC STRUCTURE (INCENTIVES, COIN, GAS) 

(1) INCENTIVES FOR LOCUS CHAIN'S PARTICIPATORS 

Voluntary participation of Locus Chain’s accounts and nodes is essential to keep the Locus 

Chain system running. Locus Chain has the concept of Coin and Gas, as well as other blockchain 

systems to incentivize the participating nodes and accounts. While any data can be added to 

the Locus Chain system, the Coin and Gas are special baked-in system values required for Locus 

Chain. 

(2) COIN AND GAS 

Coins are numbers that represent general measure values in Locus Chain. Coins can be 

transferred between accounts. An account must receive some amount of Coins when created. 

In other words, the first transaction of every account must be a Coin-receiving transaction 

(except for the accounts created in the genesis round). 

Gases are numbers that represent system-internal values for operating the Locus Chain 

system. For example, an account must pay Gas for creating a transaction. Additional Gas may 

be required if the transaction contains additional services like smart contracts. Alternatively, 

Coins may be consumed (“burned”) instead of the Gas if the account does not have enough 

Gas left. 

The number of Coins and Gases are publicly disclosed information. Any participant can 

calculate the number of Coins and Gases of every account using transaction history. 

(3) COIN STAKE 

An essential role of Coins is valuing the influence (or importance) of an Account. The amount 

of Coins (or Stake) of each account is used as a weight-value for electing Committee members 

for each round. Locus Chain adopts the PoS3 scheme, which means accounts with more stake 

have a higher chance of becoming elected. 

An account may delegate its stake to another account. Accounts in an offline state may 

delegate its stake to another active, online node to utilize the stake. A node’s stake is the sum 

of its primary account and all delegatee accounts. 

                                           

3 The dPoS used in EOS is not the same concept as Locus Chain’s delegatable PoS. In the case of EOS, the 

number of nodes that can participate in the consensus and receive incentives is restricted to 21 nodes. For 

this reason, even if a general holder owns coins, the holder cannot participate in the consensus. Thus, one 

of the nodes out of the 21 nodes is forcefully delegated. However, Locus Chain is fundamentally different 

from EOS because it does not restrict the number of participating nodes. 
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(4) EPOCH: CALCULATING INCENTIVES 

The Coin is an incentive to nodes and accounts that contribute to operating the Locus Chain 

system. Coin incentives are calculated based on the history of transactions and round-states, 

using a predefined formula. The result is the same for any node that calculates incentive values. 

Transactions are fixed and agreed on a per-round basis. In contrast, incentives are calculated 

for several rounds at a time for efficiency. Currently, Locus Chain calculates incentives for rounds 

of one whole day at once. The round that calculates the incentives is called an ‘Epoch.’ In other 

words, incentives are calculated and generated in per-epoch basis. 

A round used as a basis of incentive calculation is called an ‘epoch pivot round.’ Normally 

an epoch pivot round refers to a time point of several hours before an epoch-changing round. 

Each node in a shard calculates incentives using the ledger information at the epoch pivot 

round. The calculation delivers incentive Coin and Gas numbers, and representative values for 

total-stake and node count. These representative values are important parameters for round 

consensus processes. The representative total-stake and node count value are regarded as 

constant values for consensus processes that do not change until the next epoch. 

The calculated incentive values are processed by the round consensus process, along with 

other transactions. When the round consensus is agreed and recorded to the ledger, the next 

round becomes an epoch-change round in which the calculated representative numbers come 

into effect. 

Each account eligible for receiving Coins and Gases must submit incentive-receiving 

transactions to collect incentives. 

Gas as an incentive is automatically given to the corresponding account for each round. 

Additionally, for each epoch, every account’s Gas may automatically become filled to a certain 

amount (‘Free Gas Amount’) if the account has less Gas than the minimum free Gas amount. 

(5) COIN AS AN INCENTIVE VALUE 

Coins generated as an incentive is an assessed value of the contribution of each account to 

the Locus Chain System. Several factors are considered in evaluating the contribution. For 

example, the amount of Coins rewarded is designed to gradually reduce over time to incentivize 

the early participants. Also, the relationship between an account’s Coin Stake and the number 

of actual Coins generated is non-linearly balanced, preferring small stakeholders to encourage 

newcomers. 

(6) GAS 

Gas is an internal value consumed when an account issues a transaction. Currently, Gas 
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cannot be purchased or transferred. Each account may receive some amount of free Gas for 

each epoch. Accounts who participated in a round consensus may receive some additional Gas. 

Gas enables micro-transactions by allowing accounts to submit transactions without 

consuming Coins. The limited amount of free Gas prevents transaction spamming. An account 

must use Coins to submit transactions when the Gas is short. 

Gas is also a compensation for contributors to round consensus. Gas generates on per-round 

consensus, while Coins generate on a daily, epoch-change round. 
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5. LEDGER MANAGEMENT: VERIFIABLE PRUNING LEDGER 

While aiming to process thousands of transactions per second, Locus Chain also aims to 

construct a fair system in which even machines with low storage capacity, low processor speed, 

and low energy amount can participate in the network.  

In the Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT), the size of ledger may grow dramatically if the 

capacity increases substantially to process thousands of transactions per second. The growth 

of ledger size would expand severely, to at least 100GB of data in a day, or 1TB of data in a 

week.  

For example, let’s assume a blockchain system reaches a performance of 4k Transactions-

per-Second (which is the estimated processing volume of VISA card), and assume that the 

amount of data required in a single transaction is around 0.5kBytes. Then a node has to handle 

around 172GBytes of incremental ledger data per day. (0.5kB/Tx * 4kTx/sec * 3.6ksec/hour * 

24hour/day = 172.8GB/day) 

Storing all the ledger data that increases by this amount in the local storage  is a difficult 

task for a node that operates on a desktop PC environment. If general PC nodes struggle to 

participate in the blockchain system, the core advantages of blockchain such as decentralization 

and network stability may become negatively affected.  

Moreover, resolving the issue of massively expanding storage is crucial for nodes on ultra-

low capacity devices, which drives future core businesses including automatic self-driving and 

IoT.  

 

 

<Figure 4> Verifiable Pruning 
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To resolve this issue, Locus Chain developed the Verifiable Pruning technology. It decreases 

the volume of locally stored data by actively deleting (pruning) unused data while keeping the 

data verification functionality of a blockchain system. Unlike general pruning that decreases the 

ledger size by plainly deleting old data, Locus Chain’s Verifiable Pruning can validate data 

integrity with the Skewed Merkle Tree structure even when the majority of old data chunks do 

not exist in the node.  

Substantially decreased size of ledger data for a node enables a node with the storage size 

as small as an SD card to join the Locus Chain Network. This may lead the number of nodes 

to increase to achieve high level of decentralization. In addition to this traditional SMT, Locus 

Chain implements advanced data structure of the Hierarchical Skewed Merkle Tree4 which 

exponentially reduces computations for tracing back transactions even for several years of 4K 

TPS operations. 

In summary, Locus Chain is a blockchain system with both low storage burden and high 

transaction verification efficiency. 

(1) SMT (SKEWED MERKLE TREE) 

Skewed Merkle Tree is a hybrid of a linked list and a binary Merkle Tree. Data block nodes 

could be appended to an SMT similar to a linked list. Additionally, each node contains a hash 

value for its children, similar to a Merkle Tree. 

 

 

 

<Figure 5> SMT in Locus Chain 

 

                                           

4 The Verifiable Pruning technology, which uses the Hierarchical Skewed Merkle Tree, has been applied as 

a patent as a technology exclusive to Locus Chain. 
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(2) VERIFYING A DATA BLOCK STORED IN SMT 

Because SMT is technically a Merkle Tree, a node hash can be verified with a subset of hash 

values in nodes. Let us see an example in Figure 6. In this scenario, a verifier acquires a data block 

of T2’, and wants to verify whether if it is a predecessor of the newest block T4. (We denote here 

the suspecting block as T2’ because we are still not sure if it is really the same as T2) 

First, the verifier calculates R4 by using T4. (Remember T4 contains R3). Then, R2’ can be calculated 

using T2’. Now, we can say T2’ is equal to T2 if we can derive R4 from R2’. To complete this calculation, 

we require h(T3) for R3’, and h(T4) for R4’. If the calculated R4’ is the same as R4, then it is proven 

that R2 is a predecessor of T4. 

In summary, a block Tk can be tested against an SMT by using its newest root hash value Rn (or 

block Tn), and intermediate hash values h(Ti) of k<i<=n. No actual intermediate blocks are required, 

and no information preceding Tk is required to verify Tk. 

 

  

 

<Figure 6> Verifying a block in SMT 
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6. NETWORKING 

Locus Chain is a decentralized and distributed cryptocurrency system. Accordingly, Locus 

Chain assumes that general computers with ordinary performance communicate over the 

Internet to participate in the Locus Chain Network. Computers on the Internet that participate 

in Locus Chain voluntarily act as communication nodes to form a virtual network.  

Although networking itself could be considered as an independent low-level layer separated 

from Locus Chain’s core algorithm, it is an essential component for achieving performance 

goals.  

(1) P2P NETWORK FORMATION 

Similar to many other cryptocurrencies that incorporate the P2P system, the Locus Chain 

network uses the distributed network as a basis of communication, without any fixed central 

server. The communication between nodes currently uses the UDP.  

(2) NODE ID AND NODE DISTANCE 

Each node in the Locus Chain Network has a host account (or a representative account). 

Each node generates its node ID by using the host account’s address. 

There is a concept of distance between two nodes. A node distance is a value calculated 

using bit-images of ID of two nodes, which tends to have short distance for adjacent IDs. Node 

distance is a numerical value unrelated to the real-world state of the physical network. Node 

distances are used to determine adjacency between nodes.  

(3) GOSSIP PROTOCOL 

Locus Chain’s distributed P2P communication fundamentally does not use direct 

communication among nodes. Instead, Locus Chain uses the protocol known as Gossip protocol. 

There is no fixed route of communication in the Gossip protocol. Each node unconditionally 

transmits the received data to all connected nodes. The data is expected to be spread to all 

connected nodes eventually at some point in time, if nodes sufficiently repeat this transmission. 

Each node in Locus Chain operates in the same way. When one node receives a data packet 

that has not been received in the past, the node transmits it to all connected, adjacent nodes. 

The data is ignored if the packet has been received in the past.  

Nodes operate in the same way for new data. When a node produces a new data packet, 

the node transmits the produced data to all adjacent nodes.  

The adjacent nodes that receive the data packet respond to the sender node with a 

confirmation message. Data transmissions are considered successful when the sender node 
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receives confirmation messages from a sufficient number of adjacent nodes.  

 

7. DYNAMIC SHARDING 

The amount of network traffic a node handles is around 2MB (=0.5kB/Tx * 4kTx/sec) per 

second in a high-speed blockchain system with the capability of 4000 TPS. This amount is 

around 20% of network bandwidth of a general household with 100Mbps of Internet line 

capacity. The number grows when considering overheads. In reality, a node with Gossip 

protocol repeatedly sends and receives the same data packets, which may increase the volume 

tenfold to around 20MB. The increased amount of network traffic may make it difficult for 

ordinary people to participate in the network with their household PCs. 

Locus Chain incorporates Dynamic Sharding to decrease the network traffic for each node and 

to increase the total transaction volume of the entire network. Sharding is a data processing 

method that divides a large volume of data into small units (shards) that can be easily processed. 

In many blockchains, an extremely small portion of the entire nodes directly contributes to 

the consensus process. Resources are wasted since most of computing powers are not used. 

Locus Chain is in the process of implementing network sharding, which divides the entire 

distributed network into multiple shards, which are small parallel-processing units that process 

transactions simultaneously. Although dividing the network improves overall performance, 

improper dividing of shards may lead to imbalances between shards regarding number of 

nodes and transactions. This may cause instability in the entire network. Locus Chain’s Dynamic 

Sharding approaches this problem by dynamically determining the optimal number of shards 

and the number of nodes in shards for the desired goal of performance. Especially, Locus 

Chain’s ledger AWTC structure is composed of independent account chains, and each account 

chain can be easily relocated to different shards to adjust shard parameters like the number 

and size of shards, and the count of validators.  

With Dynamic Sharding, the amount of network traffic for each node reduces, and the 

transaction processing capacity of the entire network increases proportionally to the number 

of shards. The storage usage for the ledger also decreases in the same fashion since each shard 

stores the account transaction chains required for the shard. 
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<Figure 7> Dynamic Sharding Structure 

(1) CONTENTS OF A SHARD 

A shard of Locus Chain is an independent set of several network nodes and a database. 

Each shard has an independent database that is a subset of the entire ledger and a subset of 

nodes that forms a subnet of the entire network. Each shard carries out a consensus process 

independently. A shard in Locus Chain usually refers to the subnetwork itself.  

Locus Chain’s network consists of at least one shard. There may only be one shard if all the 

nodes contained in the same shard. A node can only participate in one shard, and no node 

can participate in two different shards at once. Each node can determine the shard it currently 

belongs to by calculating a shard index number from its node ID. As a node ID is produced 

from the node’s host account address, every node belongs to a shard even when they are 

offline.  

From the viewpoint of database management, shard is a unit that exclusively manages the 

account chains of the shard. The account chains a shard manages are the sum of the account 

chains of each node in the shard. In other words, the total data of a shard is equal to the sum 

of transaction chains of each node’s host account (representative account) and the transaction 

chains of the guest accounts, which are delegated to each node’s host account. 

A node may keep the data that belongs to other shards, such as account chains. However, 

a node cannot participate in the consensus process of other shards.  

(2) COMMUNICATION BETWEEN NODES AND COMMUNICATION BETWEEN SHARDS 

When a node connects with other nodes for communication, around half of the 

communications are intra-shard communications that are open among nodes in the same shard, 
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and the other half are inter-shard communications that are open between nodes in other shards. 

Intra-shard and Inter-shard communication are intrinsically different. Communications related 

to consensus processes, such as data propagation and consensus messages, are handled via 

intra-shard communications. Communications related to other shards, such as inter-shard 

transactions and data query requests, are handled via inter-shard communications.  

Much like the distance between nodes, there is a concept of distance between shards, which 

is calculated using the shard IDs. When a node in a shard opens an inter-shard communication, 

the connection is established with a node in an adjacent shard. Therefore, inter-shard 

communications are performed as a kind of gossip protocol communication among shards. 

Each node tends to retain the data received from the shard it previously belonged to since 

consensus processes are executed using data of the shard. Nonetheless, data from other shards 

may be preferred for pruning since they are not used in the consensus processes. 

(3) CONSENSUS AND DATA MANAGEMENT WITHIN A SHARD  

When a new transaction is added to an account chain, the transaction is always issued by a 

node in the same shard which the account belongs to. The issued transaction is spread within 

the corresponding shard primarily and is settled by the next round consensus of the shard.  

Each shard settles transactions by individually executing a consensus process. Locus Chain 

assumes that each node has a clock accurate to some extent, and each node of each shard 

carries out consensus algorithm on the fixed point of time placed in certain time intervals. 

Epoch change consensus is also attempted in the appointed time. Hence, all shards start round 

consensuses and epoch change consensuses at roughly the same time. However, the time 

point of completion of each consensus will be different for each shard. Locus Chain assumes 

that the round consensus will be completed within the difference of 10 seconds for all shards. 

However, the epoch change consensus can be completed in different rounds for each shard. 

(4) MOVING ACCOUNT CHAINS BETWEEN SHARDS 

Apart from routine data processes like issuing transactions and consensus processes, there 

are cases in which data moves between shards during the occurrence of events like shard 

subdivision. Data is always moved by the unit of the whole account chain.  

There are two cases in which data movement occurs. Movement of nodes between shards 

or change of delegated accounts may cause the data to move.  

Nodes move between shards when Locus Chain’s shards are reshaped by events such as 

shard division and stake reconstruction. These shard reshaping events occur automatically 

based on system-defined rules, and cannot be intentionally triggered.  

Shard division is an event of dividing a shard into two or more small shards when the size 
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of original shard grows too big. The nodes of each divided shards may prune (or delete) the 

unnecessary ledger information regarding nodes separated into other shards. 

The shard stake reconstruction is an automatic moving of nodes between shards to evenly 

distribute stake over shards. Nodes will move more frequently during stake reconstruction than 

during shard division.  

When a node moves to another shard, the account data physically stored in the node can 

be used on the new shard as-is. However, the data stored in the node must be transmitted to 

other nodes of the new shard. At the same time, the nodes in the old shard may delete data 

of the moved out node. 

A change of delegated account is a movement of data between shards caused by changing 

the delegatee account by an account. Any account can change its delegatee account at any 

time. Then, the account chain data moves to the shard which the delegatee account belongs 

to. The account chain data must be transmitted to the new delegatee shard over the network. 

The account owner has the responsibility of transmitting the data. However, voluntary inter-

shard communications may contribute to transferring the data. 

(5) INTER-SHARD QUERY-ANSWER PROTOCOL 

Usually, it is impossible for a node to validate integrity of data that is not managed in its 

shard since each shard manages a different part of the entire ledger data. The query-answer 

protocol resolves this problem by requesting a data validation to the responsible shard. 

Let’s take an example. If account A wants to issue a coin-receiving transaction that settles 

and adds the points received from another account B, then A must refer to a coin-sending 

transaction s that account B issued in the past. If account B belongs to another shard, usually 

A cannot trust the integrity of transaction s. To resolve this situation, account A issues a query 

message request validation of transaction s, and sends the request message to the shard that 

B belongs to via the inter-shard query protocol. If a node N which belongs to the same shard 

as B receives the query message, N replies to A with a proof for transaction s that guarantees 

the transaction is an honest transaction issued from account B. When A receives the proof from 

N, then A validates the proof and finally issues a coin-receiving transaction. The completeness 

of inter-shard transactions can be maintained through inter-shard query-answer protocols as 

shown in this example. 

While the query-answer protocol is also a gossip protocol, the query-answer messages are 

prioritized over other communications to prioritize inter-shard communications. The node that 

sends out the response is usually the node which first received the query, but can be any node 

of the shard. 
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(6) WORLD ROUND STATUS LEDGER 

Each shard executes consensus processes independently. As a result, each node 

independently produces and manages its round state ledger. The round state ledger produced 

in this manner does not experience any problems while each shard runs independently and 

stably. However, events like shard dividing may cause ledgers to change over shards to some 

extent. For such situations, there should be a way to guarantee the integrity of round state 

ledgers regardless of states of individual shards. 

The world round state ledger is the master ledger that keeps the overall consistency of 

shard round state ledgers. There is only one world round state in Locus Chain. 

The world round state ledger is updated by an inter-shard consensus, using the Merkle hash 

values delivered by shard round consensuses. The consensus for each shard occurs at roughly 

the same time and generates hash values for a world round consensus simultaneously. 
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8. CRYPTOGRAPHIC KEY SYSTEM 

Similar to many other blockchain platforms, each account of Locus Chain is related to a pair 

of public and secret key supplied by a user. Generally, users have to securely manage their 

secret key.  

In Locus Chain, there are three kinds of cryptographic keys related to an account. There is 

a master key, a normal key, and a validation key.  

A validation key is a kind of transient key for real-time use, such as signing messages for 

consensus processes. A validation key is automatically generated from the normal key. The 

validation key is supposed to be re-generated frequently.  

A normal key is a key for general-purpose operations such as transaction signing. A normal 

key should be delivered by an algorithm balanced between cryptographic strength and ease 

of use. Currently, Locus Chain generates normal keys with an elliptic function cryptography 

algorithm. 

A master key is a key for generating a normal key. A master key should be generated with 

a strong, computing-intensive algorithm usually not suitable for real-time operation. The 

algorithms for master keys are not finalized but working on both post-quantum cryptography 

systems and elliptic-function cryptography systems.  

If a normal key becomes inappropriate for some reason, the user can discard the key and 

register a new key by issuing a key-exchange transaction with a new normal key generated by 

using the user ’s master key. The new normal key becomes valid for the next round of the 

consensus process which settles the key-exchange transaction. 

Furthermore, Locus Chain is working on an approach for adding and changing algorithms 

for normal keys. We hope this approach could be a future-proof facility for the post-quantum 

computing era.  

 

9. POST-QUANTUM CRYPTOGRAPHY SIGNATURE 

One of the biggest threats to blockchains is the emerging threat of quantum computers. 

There is a possibility that quantum computers may break many currently used signature 

algorithms. Yet, there are also researches regarding Post-Quantum Cryptographies (PQC) that 

are secure against quantum computers. 

However, current Post-Quantum Cryptographies (PQC) are infeasible for personal computers 

and mobile devices because they require immense amount of computation and data compared 

to traditional algorithms. Also, there are no matured standards for PQCs yet, and it is hard to 
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tell the precise property of PQC algorithms in actual use due to the lack of scientific and 

technological establishments. 

To overcome this situation, Locus Chain incorporates a layered key system composed of two 

cryptographic keys, a master key and a normal key, of different strengths. A user uses the 

normal key, which depends on a current-generation cryptography system, for signing 

transactions. If the user’s normal key is compromised, then PQC-applied master key is used to 

re-generate and change the broken normal key. 

The algorithm for master keys can consume significant computing resources for PQC 

computation since master keys are only used in exceptional situations. Also, Locus Chain is 

working on a built-in mechanism to add additional signature algorithms. In the future, Locus 

Chain will be able to exchange the normal key algorithm itself with a Post-Quantum algorithm 

once PQC algorithms become widely available. Moreover, Locus Chain may use a hybrid of 

PQC and current-generation cryptographies for awhile since the property of PQC is not yet 

completely understood. Even when vulnerabilities of PQC signature algorithms are found, Locus 

Chain can make use of current-generation algorithms to quickly, temporarily cover the 

vulnerabilities.  
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10. TOKENOMICS DESIGN 

10.1 TOKENS 

The token type before the main net will be an Ethereum-based ERC20 token with smart contract 

issued by Locus Chain Foundation based in Singapore. However, given that the tokens on the public 

Ethereum network cannot be used on the Locus Chain directly, we will be making use of hashed 

time-locked contracts to allow 1-to-1 atomic swaps of Locus tokens from the Ethereum main-net 

to the Locus Chain. Multiple examples of such cross-chain atomic swaps already exist, such as 

Republic Protocol, or COMIT. For simplicity, we will not attempt to integrate these protocols, and 

will only support 1-to-1 atomic swaps of Locus tokens from the public Ethereum main-net to Locus 

Chain, and vice versa. This ensures that there will be enough Locus tokens circulating on the public 

Ethereum main-net, for liquidity and tradability purposes. 

 

 

Figure 10.1.a Atomic Swaps (Locus Chain <> Ethereum Main-net) 

10.2 TOKEN ECONOMY  

The primary design of the token distribution and economic incentives were centralized around three 

concepts that act as foundational pillars that underpin the rest of the ecosystem value mechanisms: 

 Value stability and security 

 Incentive compatibility proportional to contributions to the ecosystem 

 Decentralization of value aggregation and ownership 
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In order to fulfill these three criteria, Locus Chain’s consensus mechanism will use a form of 

Delegated Proof of Stake (DPOS). 

 

The primary trait of the DPoS that we are using here is that the validator is not predetermined 

when the network is formed, but rather they’re autonomically determined by the participating nodes 

within the network. Within this system, anyone can become a “validator” by downloading the ledger 

and meeting the criteria that they have not delegated their stakes, and then maintaining connected 

stake long enough to be selected as a validator. This model is suited to nodes running background 

on desktop PCs normally connected to the internet. 

 

When the node delegates its stake, the node is then classified as a “light user”. Light users do not 

mine coins but have the capabilities to transact without keeping the ledger, this model is thus 

suited for nodes running on hardware with lesser processing power like smart phones. This choice 

gives freedom to anyone to be a validator to mine Locus as long as they have accumulated a lot 

of stakes and have long internet access time, regardless of their hardware specifications and hash 

power. 

 

The Locus Chain DPoS mitigates against asymmetric mining circumstances, as the barriers to mining 

Locus tokens are low, and anyone can do mining easily. The system ultimately only allows 

programmatic rules that can prevent from delegating errors or byzantine faults (malicious hacking 

attempts). Apart from these rules, any other artificial interventions aren’t allowed in the system, and 

this reinforces high levels of decentralization. Such a mechanism is better than traditional DPoS as 

it prices in the positive externalities of contributions to the ecosystem and network, which is 

currently undervalued. 

 

Aside from the usual benefits of DPOS such as faster processing speeds and not needing to waste 

unnecessary energy on hashing, our incentive mechanism is also very effective for kickstarting stable 

and constant growth of the platform, which is a key factor that is a barrier for many new blockchain 

platform entrants. This is a gap that we have seen in other consensus mechanisms, which do not 

sufficiently factor in the high risks associated with early contributors, whereas our DPoS mechanism 

scales rewards based on the such associated contributions. By rewarding early contributors fairly 

for the risks associated with building on top of our new platform, we send a strong message that 

shows that we value platform creators and enablers that help to generate platform growth. 
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10.3 TOKEN ALLOCATION 

A total of 7 billion Locus Tokens has been pre-mined to be issued, with the entire supply of tokens 

to be allocated for private sales without any public participation. Should there be any remaining 

tokens that have yet to be sold before being listed, they would be sold as a form of block deal 

through over the counter transactions. 

 

All of the foundation supplies are owned by the Locus Chain foundation and are specifically 

allocated only to causes with business benefits. The supply of tokens for advisors and partnership 

entities are mostly kept in lock-up for a period of 6 to 24 months. 

 

Apart from the 7 billion Locus tokens, there are no more additional issuing except through mining 

after the launch of the main-net. Locus token would be fully atomic swapped to locus coins at the 

launch of the main-net.  
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Entity Token Quantity Percentage Remarks 

Foundation Reserves 1,200,000,000 17% Locus chain foundation has and 

holds these which can be used for 

great strategic benefits and 

contributions. 

Founders & Team 600,000,000 9% Lock Up period of 2 years 

Advisors & 

Partnerships 

1,200,000,000 17% Lock Up period of 6~24 months 

Contributors 4,000,000,000 57%  

Total 7,000,000,000 100%  

Figure 10.3.a Token Distribution Quantities 

 

Additional mining of Locus tokens would only start after the launch of the main-net, with the 

maximum number of tokens to be mined capped at 5 billion Locus tokens. Based on estimates and 

tests run on the current mechanics, the 5 billion additional Locus tokens are to be completely mined 

up over an approximate period of 100 years. This would then fulfill the total token supply of 12 

billion Locus Tokens. 

 

Figure 10.3.b Locus Token Allocation 

17%
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LOCUS TOKEN ALLOCATION

FOUNDATION RESERVE FOUNDERS & TEAM ADVISORS & PARTNERSHIPS CONTRIBUTORS
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10.4 UTILIZATION OF FUNDS RAISED 

The funds raised through the sale of Locus tokens would be used for the major operations of 

building up and developing the project. Technical development of the blockchain is core to the 

success of the project and utilizes 50% of the funds raised. Subsequently, 20% would be used to 

build strategic partnerships with entities that support the Locus chain ecosystem. 15% of funds 

raised would be used for marketing purposes to develop the public adoption of Locus chain. 10% 

of funds raised would be used to support the daily operational overheads of the project, and the 

last 5% of funds raised would be kept in reserve. 

 

Figure 10.4.c Utilization of Funds Raised Distribution 

 

11. CLOSING REMARKS 

Locus Chain aims to simultaneously resolve performance and scalability issues without 

sacrificing decentralization. First, Locus Chain emphasizes that anyone should be able to fairly 

participate in a simple manner to fulfill the important element of decentralization. To achieve 

this, it was vital for the development team to understand the limitations of network 

performance, storage space, CPU speed, and computation of the current general PCs, mobile 

phones, and IT devices. Then, the team proceeded with developing the data structure and 

steadily operating algorithm to implement them into Locus Chain’s whole system. 

First, Locus Chain adopted the nonlinear DAG structure instead of the linear structure which 

does not guarantee the processing performance. Locus Chain’s AWTC (Account Wise 

Transaction Chain) structure is a DAG structure that manages each transaction by forming 
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transaction graph based on the account/user. This structure allows high speed referencing since 

the context of each transaction and the relationship between other transactions are directly 

arranged on the graph. It is a data structure that allows data to move between shards and 

integrate by managing the overall information by the account unit. 

Locus Chain’s consensus algorithm adopts the BFT consensus based on PoS (Proof-of-Stake). 

The BFT consensus reduces the inefficiencies of PoW and Nakamoto consensus such as CPU 

calculation consumption and uncertainty. Locus Chain fairly and randomly samples the nodes 

that participate in the consensus in order to achieve high speed for the BFT consensus. This 

random election considers various levels of contribution made by each node in the Locus Chain 

network. For example, the random election process can regard coin stake through PoS, online 

period of nodes, reserved amount of previous data, amount of coins, and others. 

Also, Dynamic Sharding has been implemented to decrease the network load. Each shard 

independently executes the BFT consensus algorithm and an account is only processed in one 

of the shards at once. Accordingly, the transaction processing volume increases proportionately 

to the increasing number of nodes in Locus Chain.  

Moreover, the Verifiable Pruning technology has been developed and adopted to decrease 

the ledger size that each node must save. Verifiable Pruning is an algorithm that can verify the 

consistency between the previously deleted data and the currently owning data. As of this, 

Locus Chain will be able to fully operate on devices with limited storage capacity such as the 

IoT device. 

Locus Chain’s characteristics mentioned above allow low performance devices such as IoT 

to participate as nodes without restrictions. Resultantly, blockchain can be immediately applied 

in future industries including Machine to Machine (M2M) transactions, retail equipments, 

Internet of Things (IoT), automatic self-driving automobiles, etc. Locus Chain’s developers have 

past experiences in developing game engines which require the processing of billions of events 

per second. They will incorporate these experiences to include the technology for optimizing 

the data ledger structure, consensus algorithm, and storage and network usage in the Locus 

Chain project. 

The advent of a platform that meets the goals of Locus Chain will dramatically decrease 

inefficiency and form positive interactions irrespective of the societal dominating structure. For 

example, it will become more difficult to embezzle, dump illegally, and commit frauds. Also, it 

will become possible to activate microtransactions and produce traceable and efficient 

transactions. To give an example, if we all donate 10 cents each, the total will amount to be 

enormous. However, this is impossible in the current system because the donation intermediary 

is highly distrusted, and a lot of costs are spent on fund-raising/remittance. Nonetheless, being 

able to confirm the donation provided to the receiver may revolutionize the transaction of 

donations.  
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The changes that will occur through Locus Chain will be beyond imagination. 

Looking back on the history of humanity, there were certains periods in which the 

technologies accumulated in the past generations led tremendous change in a short period of 

time. The industrial revolution is a classic example. Next, the information revolution followed 

and provided us with the internet. Hence, the change that occurs through the most scalable 

decentralized blockchain will later be called the credit revolution. The decentralized blockchain 

will practically grant the fundamental credit that did not exist in the majority of the interactions 

that require guarantee and intermediation. 

The credit revolution will bloom splendidly in the high-tech field in the form of technology 

for humans. It is certain that all the technology such as AI autonomous transaction, 

microtransaction (information sharing), automatic self-driving, etc. anticipated to take away our 

jobs will eventually pay us back and become the innovation for the entire humanity. 
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